
HOW TO WRITE A PIANO SONG FOR A GIRL

What's the secret to writing beautiful and awe-inspiring piano music? Learn the steps in this guest post by St. Augustine,
FL piano teacher.

Try to master one pattern or section before moving on to the next. In general, this should help you to better
understand the piece and remember how to play it. Remember, the music is like underscore for your lyric.
Learn more about Heather here! Keep in mind that your mental toolbox does not have to be limited to just
these pieces! However you do it, enhance the melody throughout the piece. Pay close attention to what chord
you are playing it helps to know a little bit of theory, here. Most hit Pop songs revolve around the singer or the
singer and another person. Ready for a party? Try writing from the point of view of one of the people in the
situation. Play along with the recording until you can comfortably play the rhythm on your own, then write to
it. It's just part of the process. A rhythmic groove also expresses the attitude or energy of your song. The
imposing right hand part is constructed of major and minor scales with a few chromatic passages. This is one
of the first piano pieces I ever learned, and it made me feel like a master pianist, even though I had a long way
to go! Under 3 minutes is a good, general rule. Remember, a Pop song needs to connect with them in order to
succeed. Your email is always private. But I think that it can be a useful element. Each measure is a new
chord. A fan who read my advice for pianists article asked if I'd write a similar article for beginning
composers. Write down your progression and keep playing. An ostinato is a repeating pattern of notes upon
which the rest of a piece is built. One of the reasons I think people enjoy my compositions is that they are
basically songs. Most people have only heard the famous short introduction to the piece, which is only about a
minute long. Except for the last couple measures, there is only one note being pressed at a time in this piece.
You can keep working on your verses and chorus this way until your song begins to take on an overall shape.
You get the idea. When you read a storybook to your kids before bedtime, you don't read page one, read page
two, then go back to page one again, and then read page two, read page two, and read page two once more.
Structure your practice the same way: first master the left hand ostinato, then improvise simple melodies
above it. Good luck and may your songs flow! Start with Am, then F, then C, and end with G. To build the
bridge, try playing only the six and fifth chords, or the four and the second chords with two beats each. But
more importantly, the bridge can be the very climax of a song. Some progressions, called the Nashville
progression or the pop progression, consist of these. Music composition is like pottery. Is every line starting
on the same beat?


